Guitar Pentatonic And Blues Scales Quickly Learn Pentatonic Scale Theory Master Essential Licks And Exercises
A minor pentatonic can be used as a lead scale over chord progressions in A minor, C major, and A blues (“blues” can imply a specific, six-note scale, as well as a chord progression). It also works pretty well over A major and C blues. Not bad for a scale that’s two notes shy of a major scale.
Basic blues guitar scales - embellishing minor pentatonic These scales work well over both major and minor key blues progressions. Make sure the root (1) of these scales is the same note as the 1 chord's root. For example, if the progression was E, A, B (1 4 5), E would be the root of our scale.
This guide maps out various Pentatonic and Blues Scales including: THE MINOR PENTATONIC SCALE, THE MAJOR PENTATONIC SCALE, THE MINOR BLUES SCALE, THE MAJOR BLUES SCALE, THE VOODOO BLUES SCALE, THE INDIAN PENTATONIC SCALE, THE DOMINANT PENTATONIC SCALE, and THE DORIAN PENTATONIC SCALE for you on 6 string guitar in standard
tuning.
Major Pentatonic In The Blues | JustinGuitar.com
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Guitar lesson 2 of 9. How to play blues scales. (how to guitar solo) A Minor Blues Scale - Guitar Lesson (Must Learn For Rock \u0026 Blues Soloing) Guitar Pentatonic And Blues Scales
The pentatonic, or pentatonic minor scale, or simply blues scale, is the basis of the majority of blues, rock and metal music of the 20th century. If you want to start playing lead guitar, improvising blues and rock, or writing classic sounding rock tunes, the pentatonic blues scale is definitely the place to start.
The Pentatonic Blues Scale – Guitar Fact
By adding just one note, you can convert that scale into the full fledged blues scale. So, here is your first pattern. Starting with the low E String, the numbers correspond to which fret you should place your fingers on. You play two notes for each string. Pentatonic Vs Blues Scale. Pentatonic Scale in A: 5 8 – 5 7 – 5 7 – 5 7 – 5 8 – 5 8
Pentatonic and minor blues scales for guitar and improvisation
Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues scales is a Mini-Book - a 'FUNDessential' that gives you a short, inspiring injection of creativity. It highlights approaches from our 30 other 100+ page books which go into more depth with many difference genres of music. Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues Scales Includes: Major Scale Theory & Construction
Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues Scales: Quickly Learn ...
Learn Guitar - Pentatonic Scale Patterns to practice - How to solo on guitar By transposing the same pattern up and down the neck gives you different keys. Shifting the A Minor Pentatonic shape (which starts on the fifth fret) up a tone will give you B Minor, D Major and B Blues, along with B major and C Blues.
Practice Blues Guitar In Any Key: 5 Pentatonic Scale Patterns
The Major Pentatonic Let's now dive in to take a look at the major pentatonic scale. For lot of guitarists it will be pretty strange to hear the major pentatonic, as the minor is so commonly used in blues and rock. However, this scale plays a key part in a variety of genres, including blues and rock, so it must be learnt! The Minor Pentatonic The electric guitarist's
best friend is the minor pentatonic! Most electric players can play the shape, but do you understand the theory behind it?
Pentatonic & Blues Scales - YGA | Learn to play guitar ...
The blues scales are truly based off of the pentatonic scales with one extra note added. We call that extra note the “blue note ” because it devotes the pentatonic scale its obvious “bluesyness.” The actual note in the context of the scale lets say C Major, is called a Flat 5 which would be F# in the Key of C.
Blues Scales And Pentatonic Scales How They Are Different
Blues Scale Vs Pentatonic Minor Scale. The blues scale differs from the pentatonic minor scale only by the addition of a single note: the diminished 5th (also known as the ‘flattened 5th’, ‘flat five’ or ‘blues note’). It is this ‘blues’ note that gives the scale its unique ‘bluesy’ tone.
Blues Scale Guitar TAB & Patterns: Your Complete Guide To ...
The first position of the pentatonic scale is one that may look familiar to some of you - it looks very similar to a blues scale. To play the minor pentatonic scale, start with your first finger on the fifth fret of the sixth string. Play that note, then put your fourth (pinky) finger on the eighth fret of the sixth string, and play that.
Positions of the Pentatonic Scale for Guitar
A minor pentatonic can be used as a lead scale over chord progressions in A minor, C major, and A blues (“blues” can imply a specific, six-note scale, as well as a chord progression). It also works pretty well over A major and C blues. Not bad for a scale that’s two notes shy of a major scale.
How to Play the Pentatonic Scale on Guitar - dummies
This guide maps out various Pentatonic and Blues Scales including: THE MINOR PENTATONIC SCALE, THE MAJOR PENTATONIC SCALE, THE MINOR BLUES SCALE, THE MAJOR BLUES SCALE, THE VOODOO BLUES SCALE, THE INDIAN PENTATONIC SCALE, THE DOMINANT PENTATONIC SCALE, and THE DORIAN PENTATONIC SCALE for you on 6 string guitar in standard
tuning.
Pentatonic and Blues Scales for Guitar: Volume 18 (Basic ...
To play the Blues Pentatonic Scale in a certain key first locate the note on the low E string and use pattern 1 as your reference point. To hear each pattern check out the E Pentatonic Blues Scale Tab page. On this page there are easy to follow tabs along with audio at three different speeds. The Pentatonic Blues Scale is a great tool for Blues Guitar and Rock
Guitar soloing and improvising. Learn all 5 patterns of the E Pentatonic Blues Scale and learn to play blues guitar!
E Pentatonic Blues Scale - Free Pentatonic Blues Scales!
The minor blues scale is related to the natural minor scale and the minor pentatonic scale. The natural minor scale (aka Aeolian scale) has 7 notes. The minor pentatonic scale consists of 5 of these notes (1, b3, 4, 5 and b7). You can also think of the minor blues scale as a minor pentatonic scale with an added b5 note.
Blues Scales - The Major and Minor Blues Scale
The dot that has “3b” inside of it is the note that gives the Blues scale a bluesy sound. In fact, this note is often called the blue note. (All of the below applies to the Major/minor scale, but can easily be applied to the Pentatonic and Blues without issues.) Let’s say that you want to play the A major scale using the left shape.
Guitar Scales Chart for Major/Minor, Pentatonic and Blues ...
Basic blues guitar scales - embellishing minor pentatonic These scales work well over both major and minor key blues progressions. Make sure the root (1) of these scales is the same note as the 1 chord's root. For example, if the progression was E, A, B (1 4 5), E would be the root of our scale.
12 Blues Guitar Scales Every Blues Guitarist Should Know
The big deal with the Major Pentatonic Scale is that you need to use the scale root of the chord you are playing over so in a Blues In A you can't use the A Major Pentatonic Scale over the whole Blues, you use A Major Pentatonic over the A, D Major Pentatonic over the D and E Major Pentatonic over the E. Playing the A Major Pentatonic over the D sounds sour
and really awful.
Major Pentatonic In The Blues | JustinGuitar.com
Pentatonic & Blues Scales. The blues scale simply adds 1 more note to the pentatonic scale. The only difference being that these notes are not from the key, as a result they sound jarring and ‘wrong’. Most commonly you’re told not to end a phrase or lick on these notes for that reason, however experiment with doing exactly that.
Pentatonic and Blues Scales - The Building Blocks of Lead ...
The only difference between the pentatonic scales and the blues scale is the “blue note” which is just a passing note that connects two other notes. In that sense, it’s not really a note in the scale at all. And the difference between the major and minor pentatonic was simply which note we called the Root (starting note).
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Guitar Pentatonic And Blues Scales
The pentatonic, or pentatonic minor scale, or simply blues scale, is the basis of the majority of blues, rock and metal music of the 20th century. If you want to start playing lead guitar, improvising blues and rock, or writing classic sounding rock tunes, the pentatonic
blues scale is definitely the place to start.
The Pentatonic Blues Scale – Guitar Fact
By adding just one note, you can convert that scale into the full fledged blues scale. So, here is your first pattern. Starting with the low E String, the numbers correspond to which fret you should place your fingers on. You play two notes for each string. Pentatonic Vs
Blues Scale. Pentatonic Scale in A: 5 8 – 5 7 – 5 7 – 5 7 – 5 8 – 5 8
Pentatonic and minor blues scales for guitar and improvisation
Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues scales is a Mini-Book - a 'FUNDessential' that gives you a short, inspiring injection of creativity. It highlights approaches from our 30 other 100+ page books which go into more depth with many difference genres of music. Guitar: Pentatonic
and Blues Scales Includes: Major Scale Theory & Construction
Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues Scales: Quickly Learn ...
Learn Guitar - Pentatonic Scale Patterns to practice - How to solo on guitar By transposing the same pattern up and down the neck gives you different keys. Shifting the A Minor Pentatonic shape (which starts on the fifth fret) up a tone will give you B Minor, D Major and B
Blues, along with B major and C Blues.
Practice Blues Guitar In Any Key: 5 Pentatonic Scale Patterns
The Major Pentatonic Let's now dive in to take a look at the major pentatonic scale. For lot of guitarists it will be pretty strange to hear the major pentatonic, as the minor is so commonly used in blues and rock. However, this scale plays a key part in a variety of
genres, including blues and rock, so it must be learnt! The Minor Pentatonic The electric guitarist's best friend is the minor pentatonic! Most electric players can play the shape, but do you understand the theory behind it?
Pentatonic & Blues Scales - YGA | Learn to play guitar ...
The blues scales are truly based off of the pentatonic scales with one extra note added. We call that extra note the “blue note ” because it devotes the pentatonic scale its obvious “bluesyness.” The actual note in the context of the scale lets say C Major, is called a
Flat 5 which would be F# in the Key of C.
Blues Scales And Pentatonic Scales How They Are Different
Blues Scale Vs Pentatonic Minor Scale. The blues scale differs from the pentatonic minor scale only by the addition of a single note: the diminished 5th (also known as the ‘flattened 5th’, ‘flat five’ or ‘blues note’). It is this ‘blues’ note that gives the scale its
unique ‘bluesy’ tone.
Blues Scale Guitar TAB & Patterns: Your Complete Guide To ...
The first position of the pentatonic scale is one that may look familiar to some of you - it looks very similar to a blues scale. To play the minor pentatonic scale, start with your first finger on the fifth fret of the sixth string. Play that note, then put your fourth
(pinky) finger on the eighth fret of the sixth string, and play that.
Positions of the Pentatonic Scale for Guitar
A minor pentatonic can be used as a lead scale over chord progressions in A minor, C major, and A blues (“blues” can imply a specific, six-note scale, as well as a chord progression). It also works pretty well over A major and C blues. Not bad for a scale that’s two notes
shy of a major scale.
How to Play the Pentatonic Scale on Guitar - dummies
This guide maps out various Pentatonic and Blues Scales including: THE MINOR PENTATONIC SCALE, THE MAJOR PENTATONIC SCALE, THE MINOR BLUES SCALE, THE MAJOR BLUES SCALE, THE VOODOO BLUES SCALE, THE INDIAN PENTATONIC SCALE, THE DOMINANT PENTATONIC SCALE, and THE DORIAN
PENTATONIC SCALE for you on 6 string guitar in standard tuning.
Pentatonic and Blues Scales for Guitar: Volume 18 (Basic ...
To play the Blues Pentatonic Scale in a certain key first locate the note on the low E string and use pattern 1 as your reference point. To hear each pattern check out the E Pentatonic Blues Scale Tab page. On this page there are easy to follow tabs along with audio at
three different speeds. The Pentatonic Blues Scale is a great tool for Blues Guitar and Rock Guitar soloing and improvising. Learn all 5 patterns of the E Pentatonic Blues Scale and learn to play blues guitar!
E Pentatonic Blues Scale - Free Pentatonic Blues Scales!
The minor blues scale is related to the natural minor scale and the minor pentatonic scale. The natural minor scale (aka Aeolian scale) has 7 notes. The minor pentatonic scale consists of 5 of these notes (1, b3, 4, 5 and b7). You can also think of the minor blues scale as
a minor pentatonic scale with an added b5 note.
Blues Scales - The Major and Minor Blues Scale
The dot that has “3b” inside of it is the note that gives the Blues scale a bluesy sound. In fact, this note is often called the blue note. (All of the below applies to the Major/minor scale, but can easily be applied to the Pentatonic and Blues without issues.) Let’s say
that you want to play the A major scale using the left shape.
Guitar Scales Chart for Major/Minor, Pentatonic and Blues ...
Basic blues guitar scales - embellishing minor pentatonic These scales work well over both major and minor key blues progressions. Make sure the root (1) of these scales is the same note as the 1 chord's root. For example, if the progression was E, A, B (1 4 5), E would be
the root of our scale.
12 Blues Guitar Scales Every Blues Guitarist Should Know
The big deal with the Major Pentatonic Scale is that you need to use the scale root of the chord you are playing over so in a Blues In A you can't use the A Major Pentatonic Scale over the whole Blues, you use A Major Pentatonic over the A, D Major Pentatonic over the D
and E Major Pentatonic over the E. Playing the A Major Pentatonic over the D sounds sour and really awful.
Major Pentatonic In The Blues | JustinGuitar.com
Pentatonic & Blues Scales. The blues scale simply adds 1 more note to the pentatonic scale. The only difference being that these notes are not from the key, as a result they sound jarring and ‘wrong’. Most commonly you’re told not to end a phrase or lick on these notes for
that reason, however experiment with doing exactly that.
Pentatonic and Blues Scales - The Building Blocks of Lead ...
The only difference between the pentatonic scales and the blues scale is the “blue note” which is just a passing note that connects two other notes. In that sense, it’s not really a note in the scale at all. And the difference between the major and minor pentatonic was
simply which note we called the Root (starting note).
Pentatonic & Blues Scales - YGA | Learn to play guitar ...
To play the Blues Pentatonic Scale in a certain key first locate the note on the low E string and use pattern 1 as your reference point. To hear each pattern check out the E Pentatonic Blues Scale Tab page. On this page there are easy to follow tabs along with audio at
three different speeds. The Pentatonic Blues Scale is a great tool for Blues Guitar and Rock Guitar soloing and improvising. Learn all 5 patterns of the E Pentatonic Blues Scale and learn to play blues guitar!

By adding just one note, you can convert that scale into the full fledged blues scale. So, here is your first pattern. Starting with the low E String, the numbers correspond to which fret you should place your fingers on. You play two notes for each string. Pentatonic Vs Blues Scale. Pentatonic Scale in A: 5 8 – 5 7 – 5 7 – 5 7 – 5 8 – 5 8
The Major Pentatonic Let's now dive in to take a look at the major pentatonic scale. For lot of guitarists it will be pretty strange to hear the major pentatonic, as the minor is so commonly used in blues and rock. However, this scale plays a key part in a variety of genres, including blues and rock, so it must be learnt! The Minor Pentatonic The electric guitarist's best friend is the minor pentatonic! Most electric players can play the shape,
but do you understand the theory behind it?
The big deal with the Major Pentatonic Scale is that you need to use the scale root of the chord you are playing over so in a Blues In A you can't use the A Major Pentatonic Scale over the whole Blues, you use A Major Pentatonic over the A, D Major Pentatonic over the D and E Major Pentatonic over the E. Playing the A Major Pentatonic over the D sounds sour and really awful.
Blues Scales And Pentatonic Scales How They Are Different

Positions of the Pentatonic Scale for Guitar
Blues Scale Vs Pentatonic Minor Scale. The blues scale differs from the pentatonic minor scale only by the addition of a single note: the diminished 5th (also known as the ‘flattened 5th’, ‘flat five’ or ‘blues note’). It is this ‘blues’ note that gives the scale its unique ‘bluesy’ tone.
Pentatonic & Blues Scales. The blues scale simply adds 1 more note to the pentatonic scale. The only difference being that these notes are not from the key, as a result they sound jarring and ‘wrong’. Most commonly you’re told not to end a phrase or lick on these notes for that reason, however experiment with doing exactly that.
12 Blues Guitar Scales Every Blues Guitarist Should Know

Pentatonic and Blues Scales for Guitar: Volume 18 (Basic ...
Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues Scales: Quickly Learn ...
Blues Scale Guitar TAB & Patterns: Your Complete Guide To ...

Practice Blues Guitar In Any Key: 5 Pentatonic Scale Patterns
How to Play the Pentatonic Scale on Guitar - dummies
Learn Guitar - Pentatonic Scale Patterns to practice - How to solo on guitar By transposing the same pattern up and down the neck gives you different keys. Shifting the A Minor Pentatonic shape (which starts on the fifth fret) up a tone will give you B Minor, D Major and B Blues, along with B major and C Blues.
The Pentatonic Blues Scale – Guitar Fact
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The pentatonic, or pentatonic minor scale, or simply blues scale, is the basis of the majority of blues, rock and metal music of the 20th century. If you want to start playing lead guitar, improvising blues and rock, or writing classic sounding rock tunes, the pentatonic
blues scale is definitely the place to start.
Guitar Scales Chart for Major/Minor, Pentatonic and Blues ...
The only difference between the pentatonic scales and the blues scale is the “blue note” which is just a passing note that connects two other notes. In that sense, it’s not really a note in the scale at all. And the difference between the major and minor pentatonic was
simply which note we called the Root (starting note).

The dot that has “3b” inside of it is the note that gives the Blues scale a bluesy sound. In fact, this note is often called the blue note. (All of the below applies to the Major/minor scale, but can easily be applied to the Pentatonic and Blues without issues.) Let’s say that you want to play the A major scale using the left shape.
The minor blues scale is related to the natural minor scale and the minor pentatonic scale. The natural minor scale (aka Aeolian scale) has 7 notes. The minor pentatonic scale consists of 5 of these notes (1, b3, 4, 5 and b7). You can also think of the minor blues scale as a minor pentatonic scale with an added b5 note.
Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues scales is a Mini-Book - a 'FUNDessential' that gives you a short, inspiring injection of creativity. It highlights approaches from our 30 other 100+ page books which go into more depth with many difference genres of music. Guitar: Pentatonic and Blues Scales Includes: Major Scale Theory & Construction
Pentatonic and Blues Scales - The Building Blocks of Lead ...
Pentatonic and minor blues scales for guitar and improvisation
E Pentatonic Blues Scale - Free Pentatonic Blues Scales!
The first position of the pentatonic scale is one that may look familiar to some of you - it looks very similar to a blues scale. To play the minor pentatonic scale, start with your first finger on the fifth fret of the sixth string. Play that note, then put your fourth
(pinky) finger on the eighth fret of the sixth string, and play that.
The blues scales are truly based off of the pentatonic scales with one extra note added. We call that extra note the “blue note ” because it devotes the pentatonic scale its obvious “bluesyness.” The actual note in the context of the scale lets say C Major, is called a
Flat 5 which would be F# in the Key of C.
Blues Scales - The Major and Minor Blues Scale
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